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Robust efforts are increasingly being made to protect the

company’s environmental vision. With a

from ships in service around the world

total tonnage of 76,000, DRIVE GREEN

account for around 3% of global emis-

HIGHWAY can carry 7,500 cars, which is

sions, which is equivalent to Germany’s

1,500 units more than conventional car

annual total. In terms of NOx, shipping’s

carriers, yet the ship reduces carbon

share is about 13% or 1.3 times the total

dioxide (CO 2 ), NOx and sulfur oxides

annual emissions of the United States, the

In Februar y 2016, Kawasaki Kisen

(SOx) by 25%, more than 50%, and more

world’s largest contributor*.

Kaisha, Ltd. (commonly known as the

than 90%, respectively. In addition, one

In response, the IMO has introduced a

“K” Line) launched a cutting-edge car

finds rows of solar panels on the deck

variety of regulations, with NOx being

carrier named DRIVE GREEN HIGHWAY,

capable of generating enough electric-

given one of the most technologically

and Economy System (K-ECOS), which combines multiple

one of the world’s most advanced,

ity to supply 300 average households.

challenging standards to meet. The

environmental technologies to effectively reduce a vessel’s

environmentally-friendly flagships,

Environmental degradation of the sea

IMO Tier III emission regulations that

environmental footprint.

packed with ingenious ecological tech-

in recent years has become a challenge

entered into force in 2016 require an

nologies utilized in accordance with the

requiring urgent attention. CO2 emissions

80% reduction from the 2000 IMO Tier I

earth’s environment by conserving the sea. Such efforts are
making progress through imposition by the International
Maritime Organization (IMO) of emission regulations on
ships, particularly Tier III emission limits for nitrogen oxides
(NOx) which were implemented in 2016. Ahead of its
competition in resolving this technological challenge,
Kawasaki developed a new system called Kawasaki Ecology

About the Cover
Kawasaki BK117 D-2 at Gifu Works. See
Techno Box for further details.
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NOx emissions from ships
in service around the world
are greater than that of
the United States

* Calculated based on the Committee Report on the Study on Global-Environmental Effect by Exhaust Gas from Ships and its Preventing Technologies (1999) by the Ship and Ocean Foundation (present-day
“Ocean Policy Research Institute”) and statistics from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).
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standards for ships in Emission Control

ronmental impact by combining multiple

maintaining fuel efficiency and reducing

of NOx at high temperatures. This alone re-

Areas (ECA). This requirement raised the

environmental technologies and a

NOx emissions are in a trade-off relation-

duces NOx emissions by 25% without af-

technological bar very high for all ships

number of first-of-their-kind innovations.

ship. It is not until we solve this problem

fecting specific fuel consumption.

operating in the designated areas.

Adopted to be installed on DRIVE GREEN

that we will be able to meet expectations

A turbocharger utilizes exhaust gas

HIGHWAY, K-ECOS has demonstrated

of ship owners, and contribute to the global

energy to create highly-pressurized intake

outstanding environmental performance.

environment," says Higashida.

air (scavenge air) (Fig. 1-2). Two different

Achieving both
good fuel consumption
and compliance with
stringent regulations

K-ECOS consists of various types of equipment and control systems that can be added
onto conventional two-stroke marine engines. The leader of this development proj-

Tenacious devotion to
achieving integrated
control of multiple
environmental technologies

sizes of turbochargers (the main T/C and
the sub T/C) are used for K-ECOS. This concept realizes not only optimization of air
volume but also automated start-stop
changeover of a turbocharger without

The IMO had been raising the level of

ect, Masanori Higashida, underscores that

restrictions for NOx emissions progres-

“Achieving both good fuel consumption and

sively with the implementation of Tier I

reduction in NOx emissions is the most inno-

K-ECOS comprises five components. 1.

eration, which was not previously possible.

and Tier II. Tier III, however, is by far

vative feature of K-ECOS.”

stopping the engine during the ship’s op-

Water-emulsified fuel (WEF), 2. Turbocharger

Coupled with the use of water-emulsified

the highest hurdle to clear. Shipbuilders

Fuel oil (heavy oil) combusts more com-

cut-out system, 3. Exhaust gas recirculation

fuel, it achieves a reduction of fuel con-

must review a vessel’s entire engine

pletely and generates energy more effi-

(EGR) system, 4. Waste water treatment

sumption of up to 8 g/kWh, compared to

system and establish a new operational

ciently when provided with enough

system, and 5. K-ECOS control system.

an IMO Tier II-compliant engine.

method to meet the Tier III regulations.

oxygen, higher temperature, and higher

First, a mixture of heavy oil and water is

Another component, the EGR, cleans a

pressure. Better fuel consumption leads to

emulsified to produce water-emulsified

portion of the combustion gas (exhaust gas)

its competition, Kawasaki developed

less CO2 emissions. However, it leads to in-

fuel (Fig. 1-1). When the fuel is combusted

and recirculates it into the engine (Fig. 1-3).

K-ECOS, an IMO Tier III-compliant com-

creased NOx emissions because oxygen

inside the cylinder, the water evaporates

This cleaning process is performed by

posite system that achieves a small envi-

and nitrogen bond easily. "Therefore,

and absorbs heat, reducing the generation

Against such a backdrop, and ahead of

1 Water-emulsified fuel (WEF)

The world s first commercial marine application
Water-emulsified fuel is produced through emulsification of a mixture of heavy oil and clean
water. When fuel is combusted, water molecules in the fuel evaporate, absorbing the heat inside
the cylinder, and thus reduce generation of NOx. Along with EGR, WEF is a key technology of
K-ECOS which enables ships to clear Tier III requirements for NOx emissions. WEF has already
been used commercially for boilers and other equipment. However, Kawasaki is the first in the
world in applying WEF to long-term use in marine diesel engines.

2 Turbocharger cut-out system

The world s first* system that allows automated
start-stop changeover of a turbocharger
during engine operation
Engine output is increased when cylinders are supplied with compressed air, and this
compression process is performed by the turbocharger. K-ECOS is equipped with both
main and sub turbochargers. Previously, start-stop changeovers of the sub turbocharger
were not possible while the engine was operating. Kawasaki has successfully developed
the “sequential turbocharger control system,” whereby operation of the sub turbocharger
is controlled automatically. Thanks to this innovation, the volume of compressed air can be
optimized according to the operation or non-operation of the EGR, thereby achieving
better fuel consumption.
* The world’s first application to two-stroke marine engines.

K-ECOS development and sales officials. From left: Minoru Ikeda (Manager, Domestic Sales
Section, Marine Machinery Sales Department, Gas Turbine & Machinery Company),
Masanori Higashida (Manager, Planning Section, Diesel Engine Department, Machinery Division,
Gas Turbine & Machinery Company), Shigeki Yamamoto (Senior Staff Officer of Assembling
Section, Production Department, Machinery Division, Gas Turbine & Machinery Company)

Fig. 1
Components Comprising K-ECOS

5 K-ECOS control system

K-ECOS brain/command center
The K-ECOS control system constantly monitors the status
of its components and coordinates them in order to optimize
fuel consumption and NOx emissions cuts. The most innovative feature of the system's control is the automated
start-stop changeover of the turbocharger, which was
previously possible only when the engine was not in operation. This allows for non-stop operation of the ship, resulting
in improved efficiency. The system is designed with Failure
Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) and Hazard and Operability Study (HAZOP) methodologies to ensure the utmost
safety, and caters to a variety of operational patterns.

4 Waste water treatment system

Development of a spaceand energy-saving system
This water treatment system employs "tube settler" methodology that requires no power for treating waste water from
the EGR scrubber. Waste water is separated into sludge and
water by passing through the tube settler and a centrifuge,
and the water is then reused for cleaning by the EGR system.
This high-performance system offers excellent energy and
space savings, as well as economic efficiency.

3 Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) system

Proprietary scrubber demonstrates
excellent performance
The EGR system cleans the exhaust gas and recirculates it to the engine for further combustion. Reusing exhaust gas reduces the oxygen concentration of the in-cylinder mixture and
increases the heat capacity of the cylinder contents, which lowers the combustion
temperature and results in lower emissions of NOx. If K-ECOS’ EGR system is used alone,
fuel consumption worsens and more soot is formed. However, these challenges can be
resolved by using EGR in conjunction with WEF and the turbocharger cut-out system.
Another proprietary development by Kawasaki for K-ECOS is the scrubber which removes
soot and sulfur from the exhaust gas, thus reducing associated costs.
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the scrubber (exhaust gas cleaning

according to the concentration of com-

nents can be incorporated into the

device) which dedusts and desulfurizes

bustion gas, etc.

engine assembly process, with the

combustion gas and returns it to the

Recalling the challenging development

grand design of K-ECOS in mind. It was

cylinder of the engine. This process

process, Higashida comments, “In search

a structure that had never been made

allows for low-oxygen combustion as

of the optimal combination that would

before, and we had to ensure the safety

well as lowering the combustion tem-

eliminate the trade-off between fuel effi-

of its manufacturing process as well as

perature, resulting in reduced genera-

ciency and NOx emissions, we hypoth-

its safety as a product.”

tion of NOx.

esized a huge number of circumstances

If installing K-ECOS results in a larger

Waste water from the EGR scrubber is

and analyzed them one-by-one.

engine that takes up the space needed

treated by the waste water treatment

Development of the necessary technolo-

for other equipment, and elimination of

system (Fig. 1-4), and subsequently reused

gies by different divisions of the com-

the trade-off between fuel efficiency and

for cleaning by the EGR scrubber ― a pro-

pany was challenging enough, but the in-

NOx emissions ends up undermining eco-

cess which consumes very little power.

tegrated system was such an extremely

nomic efficiency, then the installation of

dif ficult one to develop that it was

K-ECOS totally loses its rationale. To

dubbed ‘the utmost tenacity project’.”

avoid such a quandary, “Manufacturing

The K-ECOS control system orchestrates the whole process involving
these four components to achieve optimal combustion (Fig. 1-5). The engine
load is affected by a variety of factors:
the volume of cargo, condition of the
sea (e.g., a storm), stage of the voyage
(e.g ., entering /leaving a por t), etc.

Numerous economic
advantages are
brought about
The K-ECOS turbochargers and the EGR

Therefore, to control the engine in an

are designed in such a way that they

integrated manner takes a robust com-

are affixed to the engine. That is why

staff identified various constraints involved in the manufacturing process and
spent a great deal of time discussing in

By Hideaki Sakurai
Associate Officer, Deputy General Manager, Machinery Division,
Gas Turbine & Machinery Company, Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.

K-ECOS: A Low-Emission Composite System Built on
the Synergy of Kawasaki’s Technologies
Developing K-ECOS was a process that epitomized Kawasaki’s

That is the strongest feature of K-ECOS. Compared to other

comprehensive technological capabilities. Kawasaki’s Compa-

technologies geared toward meeting the Tier III reduction

nies and Divisions collaborated to develop the needed tech-

requirements for NOx emissions, K-ECOS offers NOx cuts with-

nologies, leveraging the extensive technological expertise

out affecting fuel efficiency, as well as lowering fuel costs.

offered by the Corporate Technology Division.

Reduced expenditure on maintenance can also be expected

detail with the designers ways of resolv-

Since the beginning of the 1990s, Kawasaki had been con-

because K-ECOS is free from expensive catalysts or reducing

ing these manufacturing challenges, such

ducting basic research on how water-emulsified fuel could

agents. Therefore, the longer the ship’s voyage, the greater the

as whether or not welding was a possible

be combined with EGR. We were already aware that, eventu-

customer benefits it yields. When fuel prices decline, more cus-

choice,” recalls Yamamoto.

ally, composite systems would be key to accommodating the

tomers become interested in start-up costs as opposed to run-

needs arising from a progressive tightening of environmen-

ning costs. To accommodate such interest, Kawasaki has

tal regulations.

already begun development of an upgraded version of K-ECOS

The decision to install K-ECOS on

bination of myriad operational patterns,

the development of K-ECOS required

DRIVE GREEN HIGHWAY was made in

each designed for a specific circum-

the involvement of the engine manufac-

September 2013. Looking back on this

stance. These pat terns include the

turing department from a very early

first installation of K-ECOS, Minoru

mixing ratio of heavy oil to water in

stage in the design process.

Ikeda, a Senior Staff Officer in charge of

Shigeki Yamamoto, a Senior Staff Officer

Sales, says, “Kawasaki Kisen had a plan

s t a r t- s t o p s e q u e n c e o f t h e s u b -

who led the manufacturing project, says,

to build four flagships of the same

turbocharger, control of the EGR ratio

“We focused on how the K-ECOS compo-

model, and decided to adopt K-ECOS for

producing the water-emulsified fuel, the

From the Project Team

the first ship. Subsequently, our client rated

Another feature of the development process unique to
Kawasaki was that the company worked in conjunction with

with considerations for lower initial costs.
Full-scale construction of new ships that are compliant

the end user ― the owner of the ship ― to develop K-ECOS.

with the IMO Tier III regulations is expected to begin in

The two parties complemented each other: Kawasaki offering

2018. Because the ECAs include the seas off the North

professional input and the client providing user-side opinions,

American coastline, many ships are subject to the IMO Tier

resulting in a clear identification of the common development

III regulations. The company is confident that, among all

objective, which was to achieve both high fuel efficiency and a

related products, K-ECOS is attracting the greatest interest

reduction of NOx emissions.

of ship owners.

the performance of the ship as high, saying

Fig. 2 Conceptual Diagram of the K-ECOS
The K-ECOS central control unit houses controllers for the
turbocharger, EGR, waste water system, and water input unit. It
determines which control method to use by centralizing information
received from sensors in each system.

that it fully served the company’s environmental strategies, in addition to yielding
high economic advantages.”
K-ECOS is a system that achieves
水 燃料
Water
Fuel

It also offers superior economic advan-

Exhaust gas

tages in running costs, as, unlike other

Exhaust
gas

E
G
R

スクラバ
Scrubber
冷却装置
Cooler

both a reduction in NOx emissions and
high fuel efficiency in IMO Tier III ECAs.

Exhaust gas
valve

Intake
air

A scene from a test run of the completed engine (left). An engine assembly line at the Kobe Works (right). An engine is completed on the moving
conveyor line every eight days.

WEF generator

NOx reduction technologies, it requires

燃料供給部
Fuel
supply

no periodic replacement of expensive
catalysts or reducing agents. Ikeda
comments, “In short, K-ECOS reduces
overall operating costs, and these costs

Blower

can be recovered in a few years. After

Turbocharger

that, it provides high profitability.”
Kawasaki has set a great precedent in
Scavenging air

demonstrating how conserving the sea
can lead to protection of the earth. The

Waste water
treatment system

superior environmental performance
proven by K-ECOS marks a promising

Cent ral co nt ro l u nit
Waste water Turbocharger
treatment
controller
controller

EGR
controller

Water input
controller

step toward a better future.

Note: K-ECOS is a trademark of Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.
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Epoch
Maker

Cryogenic Storage Tanks
for the Energy of Tomorrow
Liquefied natural gas (LNG) accounts for a quarter of
the energy supplied in Japan. Kawasaki leads the world
with LNG storage technologies that pave the way toward
the hydrogen society of the future.

LH2 tanks at JAXA Tanegashima Space Center

Natural gas produces no sulfur oxides, and

ness arrived in 2010, when Kawasaki com-

its nitrogen oxide emissions are about 40%

pleted an LNG storage and re-gasification

Toho Gas; capacity: 220,000 kl) will be com-

of those of coal, making it an eco-friendly

terminal for Sakaide LNG Co., Inc. The

pleted and go into service. The LNG tanks or-

energy source. Armed with technologies for

Sakaide LNG terminal was constructed on a

dered in 2012 for an LNG loading terminal in

storing natural gas liquefied at a cryogenic

full turnkey basis; Kawasaki was responsible

Australia, Kawasaki’s first overseas LNG termi-

temperature of −162°C, Kawasaki was

for everything from engineering to the pro-

nal project, will also be completed in the near

among the first to start researching and de-

vision of an LNG tank, LNG loading/unloading

future.

veloping aboveground LNG tanks. It com-

and re-gasification facility, and mechanical

These achievements all lead to the coming hy-

pleted its first in-ground LNG tank in 1982,

and electrical equipment. With this project,

drogen era. As part of its hydrogen supply chain

followed by its first aboveground LNG tank

Kawasaki acquired the capacity to provide a

pilot project, Kawasaki is scheduled to construct

the next year. Kawasaki subsequently de-

comprehensive solution for LNG storage.

a liquefied hydrogen loading/unloading and
storage terminal by 2020. Hydrogen must be

LNG tank to be developed by Kawasaki (for

veloped various types of LNG tanks em-

Following the successful completion of this

ploying different techniques, including

project, it received successive orders for nu-

cooled to −253°C in order to be liquefied. With

double metal wall type tanks, in-pit tanks,

merous LNG tanks.

its ample experience in supplying liquefied hy-

in-ground and underground membrane

Now in 2016, Kawasaki’s LNG tank business

drogen to the Tanegashima Space Center and

tanks, and prestressed concrete (PC) outer

will mark a new watershed. One of the world’s

developing LNG storage tanks, Kawasaki is fully

wall type tank.

largest aboveground LNG tanks (for Tokyo Gas;

equipped to make this possible, and to support

capacity: 230,000 kl) and the largest in-ground

the energy needs of tomorrow.

A major turning point in its LNG tank busi-

2000s & 2010s
Providing comprehensive
solutions

Osaka Gas’s double metal wall type
LNG tank in Himeji (completed in 1986)

In the 2000s, Kawasaki was awarded a full turnkey
project for supplying the entire facilities of an LNG
terminal. By successfully completing this project on
schedule, Kawasaki made a leap forward to become a
comprehensive LNG solutions provider. In 2016, a
number of new cryogenic LNG storage tanks will go
into service, including a PC outer wall LNG tank that is
one of the largest in the world of its kind.

1980s
Beginning of LNG usage
Kawasaki provided a proprietary in-ground
tank featuring a stainless steel membrane
structure in 1982, and an aboveground tank
that applied nickel steel plate bending and
welding technologies in 1983.
Osaka Gas’s PC outer wall LNG tank in Senboku
(completed in 1996)

2020 and beyond
Contributing to
a hydrogen society
In preparation for the coming hydrogen societ y,
Kawasaki is building on the technologies it has cultivated
through supplying liquefied hydrogen at Tanegashima
and developing LNG products, with the aim of establishing a supply chain encompassing production, liquefaction, storage, transportation, reception, onshore storage,
and delivery of hydrogen.

1990s
Growth in LNG tank size
Tokyo Gas’s LNG membrane tank in Ohgishima
(completed in 1998)

Increasing demand for LNG called for the
development of larger LNG tanks. In 1996,
Kawasaki completed its first large PC outer wall
full containment LNG tank, developing the
technological foundation for designing and
building large tanks. It also established the
technology for supplying liquefied hydrogen to
the Tanegashima Space Center to be used as
propulsion fuel for launch vehicles.

Sakaide LNG’s LNG terminal (completed in 2010)

Architectural rendering of a liquefied hydrogen loading and
storage terminal (NEDO project)
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Kawasaki’s innovative proposal:
an improved Main Gear Box (MGB)
For the BK117’s transmission,
Kawasaki proposed to Airbus
certain changes to the tooth contact
and the bearing material inside the
main gear box (MGB). With these
improvements, “running dry” at high
temperatures as a result of loss of
lubrication is possible, and with the
use of the new engine, hovering
performance was enhanced, which
will drastically improve the efficacy
of rescue activities.

High-Performance, Twin-Engine,
Multi-Purpose Helicopter

BK117 D-2

A new Full Authority
Digital Engine Control (FADEC) engine
For better performance and ease of maintenance,
Kawasaki employed the computer-controlled
Arriel 2E engine with FADEC, manufactured by
Safran Helicopter Engines. The maximum gross
weight is now 3,650 kg, up 65 kg from the
previous model, and is planned to be increased to
3,700 kg (now under review by the Japan Civil
Aviation Bureau). The weight of the engine was
reduced by removing one turbine, and increased
ease of maintenance was achieved via the
computerized control and monitoring of the
engine’s performance.

Commentary

Atsushi Kitamura
Senior Staff Officer,
Project Section 2,
Helicopter Project Engineering Department I
Engineering Division, Aerospace Company
Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.

A “new face” accommodating
the needs of Japanese rescuers

Improved
maneuverability
and quietness!

The BK117 is a series of helicopters that Kawasaki began developing in 1977, in an international joint project with Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm (present-day Airbus Helicopters

New Fenestron tail rotor
offers quieter operation

Deutschland [AHD]). Thanks to its excellent performance and safety features, this twinengine, multi-purpose helicopter has been adopted widely by the police, fire fighting, the
media, and emergency medical services.

The tail rotor has been changed to the Airbus
Fenestron (a “ducted fan”). Despite its small diameter,
the Fenestron provides great thrust, is free from
aerodynamic interference with the vertical
stabilizer, and reduces the impact of the tail rotor
on overall performance. Noise
reduction is another advantage.

The eighth generation of the series, the BK117 D-2 is the latest version, demonstrating
even greater performance and reduced pilot workload compared to its predecessors.
Improvements were achieved through a new, computerized engine and a more
sophisticated technology initially created by Kawasaki for use in the gear box,
which transmits engine power to the main rotor. As a result, Kawasaki was able
to extend the hovering time at maximum gross
weight, which requires the greatest horsepower,
from the previous model’s five minutes to 30 minu t e s . T his e x t e n sio n w a s m a d e p o s sible b y
Kawasaki’s determination to address the concerns
of Japanese rescue squads that five minutes of
hovering was not long enough for life-saving ef-

Clamshell door
The most outstanding feature of the BK117 series is the clamshell door in the rear. The
door facilitates loading/unloading of patients during medical emergencies, winning
high acclaim for the BK117 from the medical sector.

The Helionix
cutting-edge
avionics suite

forts involving multiple victims.
With an advanced Helionix avionics suite integrated

3,700kg

Four-axis autopilot for
safe operation

workload significantly and offers higher safety performance. The adoption of the Fenestron tail rotor is
another added advantage, achieving much quieter
operation, making them more environmentallyfriendly than other helicopters.
The BK117 D-2 is equipped with Airbusʼ
most advanced integrated modular
avionics system, the Helionix. Cockpit
displays are integrated into three 6x8"
framed screens displaying ﬂight and
systems information, which can be made
available instantly by pressing the bezel
keys.

Scope 110

(new engine with
greater output,
use of the Fenestron)

Maximum gross weight

with the four-axis autopilot, the D-2 reduces pilot

10

D-2

BK117 Milestones

The BK117’s four-axis autopilot
controls the helicopter’s roll
(tilting rotation of the helicopter
body), pitch (up/down
movement of the nose), yaw
(left/right movement of the
nose), and collective pitch
(rotor thrust). Fifteen
automatic flight control
modes are available,
which significantly
reduces pilot workload.

3,585kg

The BK117 series’
cumulative deliveries
amount to 1,304 units
The BK117 is one of the world’s
best-selling helicopter series,
with a total of 1,304 units*
delivered between 1982 and
June 2016, including 175 units
that underwent final assembly
in Japan. The series holds a
40% market share of Japanese
emergency medical services.

C-2
(wider body,
new rotor blade)

B-2
3,350kg

A-4

C-1

(improved rated power)

(new engine)

3,200kg

A-3

(greater engine output)

Cumulative
delivery total of
the BK117-series
helicopters

2,850kg

1982

1,000
units

B-1

1st helicopter
type-certified
by the Japan
Civil Aviation Bureau

* Combined deliveries of Kawasaki Heavy
Industries and Airbus Helicopters Deutschland.

1,300
units

85 86

88

93

95

2001

500
units

2016
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n 2016, Kawasaki and its official KRT
squad won all the major titles on offer ―
for riders, manufacturers, and teams. The

1-2 championship for Rea and Sykes was the
final piece in the overall winning package for
the Ninja ZX-10R. Remarkably, all of this
on-track success came in the first year after
launching this new model.
With both KRT riders on the podium, their
2016 statistics increased yet again, making
happy reading for rider and manufacturer
alike. Rea, champion in both 2015 and 2016,
has scored nine race wins this year, taken 23
podiums in 26 races, earned two pole
positions, and garnered six fastest laps ―

Jonathan Rea (front) and Tom Sykes (back) lean into the curve.

including the new Losail record of 1’56.974,
which he set on lap three. Sykes’ latest

Kawasaki Riders Go 1-2
in 2016 FIM Superbike
World Championship
and Kawasaki Wins Manufacturers Award Again!
2016 SUPERBIKE
WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP
2016 was a remarkable year for Kawasaki and
Kawasaki Racing Team (KRT) riders: Jonathan Rea and
Tom Sykes rounded it off with a 1-2 finish in the Riders’
Championship for the first time, Rea wrapped up a second
consecutive Superbike World Championship title, and
Kawasaki won the Manufacturers’ title for the second
year in a row.

12
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podium gives him 20 for the season, including
five wins. He has also earned eight Superpole

Two Riders Comment

wins in 2016 and six fastest laps.
In addition, in the final Manufacturers’
Championship standings, Kawasaki has 582
points, 65 more than the nearest rival.

Jonathan Rea

Tom Sykes

On winning the Superbike World

Tom Sykes extended "Congratulations to

Championship, Jonathan Rea commented,

Johnny because two on the bounce is great.

“It is incredible to have won back-to-back

He is riding very well and it is credit to the

championships. I am really happy and

team and Kawasaki Racing. We have come

proud of our work because this bike was so

from way back in 2011 and they have been

new. To win in the first year of a new

so consistent in the last few years, fighting

model is incredible and I want to thank

for world titles. This year I am not the rider

Kawasaki for building such a good base

to take the title on the Ninja but at least the

bike. It felt like we really had to win the

trophy is staying inside Kawasaki.”

championship this time so I have to thank
everybody all around me in the team. I
want to thank each and every one of them.”

Rea (left) and Sykes (right) celebrate the Kawasaki
Racing Team winning the WSB Manufacturers' Title
at the Jerez Round (Round 12).
Scope 110
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Two 1.5 MW Gas-turbine Power Generation Sets Delivered for
Indonesian Offshore Platform

New CP700L High-speed Palletizing Robot Features the Series'
Highest Payload Capacity

Kawasaki recently delivered two 1.5 MW

generation equipment, and PHE ONWJ

in Japan and abroad, earning widespread

gas-turbine power generation sets for an

plans to begin using the new GPB15

trust throughout the market. The deep cus-

offshore platform operated by PT. Per-

units at the end of 2016.

tomer trust in Kawasaki-developed gas tur-

In November, Kawasaki released its new

CP-series palletizers and making the arm

interference area for a more compact in-

tamina Hulu Energi Offshore North West

The Lima Flow Station has been in pro-

bines is founded on outstanding technologi-

CP700L high-speed palletizing robot. This

unit compact, the CP700L offers the in-

stallation footprint.

Java (PHE ONWJ), an exploration and

duction since the early 1970's and also

cal capabilities and an extensive track record

latest addition to the CP lineup can trans-

dustry's lightest weight (1,750 kg) while

With the optional K-SPARC palletizing

production subsidiary of the Indonesian

serves as a junction for other flow sta-

of successful product deliveries.

port up to 700 kg at once, giving it the

achieving a maximum payload of 700 kg.

software, an operating program can be

state-owned oil and gas company PT

tions, making it an important

highest payload capacity in the series.

The control unit is the same compact,

generated simply on a computer just by

Pertamina. The turbines were delivered

oil and gas production hub for

The CP700L is designed to carry out

energy-saving controller seen in other

selecting the workpiece, pallet, and stow-

by Kawasaki Gas Turbine Asia Sdn. Bhd.,

PHE ONWJ. The platform was

logistics-related handling of cargo in

CP-series products. By adopting this con-

age pattern. Layout planning and operat-

a Kawasaki subsidiary in Kuala Lumpur,

constructed at its offshore loca-

boxes, bags and so forth. By using the

troller and its power regeneration func-

ing simulation can also be performed, im-

Malaysia that handles sales and services

tion as an oil and gas production

same primary arm components as other

tion, which reuses energy generated

proving workability.

for Southeast and Southwest Asia.

facility for extracting crude oil

during deceleration in palletizing opera-

The CP series, which was released in

The delivery consisted of two natu-

and gas from beneath the

tions, this palletizer achieves reduced

2015, is the fastest line of robots in the

ral-gas-fired GPB15 generator sets

seabed, as well as to provide

energy consumption and CO2 emissions.

palletizing robot industry. The three exist-

powered by M1A-13 gas turbines de-

living space for workers to

The CP700L has an enhanced drive

ing models—the CP180L with a maximum

veloped by Kawasaki. These were in-

handle these operations. The

mechanism for the arm rotation, which is

payload of 180 kg, CP300L with a maxi-

stalled on the Lima Flow Station, a PHE

new power-generating equip-

key to speeding up palletizing work. At 900

mum payload of 300 kg and CP500L with

ONWJ–manned platform which consists

ment was installed to generate

cycles/h, it has the fastest throughput in the

a maximum payload of 500 kg—have con-

of a production platform, a compres-

electricity for operation and

industry. This allows faster process cycles,

tributed to automation with increased

sion platform, a living quarter platform,

production facilities including

helping to speed up distribution.

speeds and higher load-carrying capacities

three bridges and flare support struc-

lighting and so forth.

The CP700L also has a wide working

in logistics operations both within Japan

tures located off the northern coast of

range which supports a stowage range of

and abroad. The CP700L with a maximum

Java, as replacements for older power

width 1,800 mm, depth 1,600 mm and

payload of 700 kg was added to this lineup

height 2,200 mm. By using the same arm

to further address customer needs in con-

parts as those found in past CP-series pal-

sideration of growing demand for increased

letizing robots that achieved a light-

efficiency and higher load-carrying capaci-

weight, compact final product, Kawasaki

ties brought about by continuing globaliza-

has brought the CP700L's weight down to

tion in the logistics industry.

1,750 kg and reduced the rotation axis'

Kawasaki has already sold
over 5,000 M1A gas turbines

Metro-North Railroad Orders Additional AC/DC EMUs
from Kawasaki
In November, Kawasaki received from the

complement the M-8 EMUs originally de-

of security cameras and other auxiliary

Metro-North Railroad (MNR), a service op-

livered by Kawasaki between 2011 and

equipment.

erated by New York State's Metropolitan

2015, and the new cars will be used for

With MNR's decision to order additional

Transportation Authority (MTA), an order

commercial passenger operations on the

rolling stock, their cumulative order for

for 60 additional M-8 AC/DC electric mul-

New Haven Line between Grand Central

Kawasaki M-8 EMU cars comes to 468

tiple unit (EMU) cars as well as improve-

Station in Manhattan, New York City and

units, for a total contract value of US$1.31

ments to existing rolling stock. The order

the City of New Haven in Connecticut

billion (approximately ¥142.5 billion).

Prime Ministers of India and
Japan Visit Kawasaki

purchase amount comes to US$302 million

(approximately 116 kilometers in length).

Furthermore, this latest contract includes

(approximately ¥32 billion), and the new

In addition, Kawasaki will make improve-

options for up to 34 train cars. When these

train cars will be delivered in order of

ments to existing rolling stock, including

are exercised, the majority of operational

completion from 2019 to 2021.

enhancements to cab signaling equipment

MNR rolling stock will be Kawasaki-made.

In November, Kawasaki's Hyogo Works had the honor of a visit

This recent order is for additional cars to

I N F O R M AT I O N

functions and procurement and installation

Ridership on the MNR New Haven Line

by the Prime Minister of India, His Excellency Mr. Narendra

has been skyrocketing, and insufficient

Modi, and the Japanese Prime Minister, Mr. Shinzo Abe.

numbers of train cars has become a
major problem on the line. Kawasaki's

Kawasaki President Mr. Yoshinori Kanehana and Mr. Makoto

M-8 EMUs provide a comfortable ride for

Ogawara, President of the Rolling Stock Company, escorted the
delegation, showing a completed unit of the E5 Series
Shinkansen to be delivered to East Japan Railway Company, as
well as the outfitting process.
This visit by the prime ministers of the two countries was a
great honor as well as a pleasure for Kawasaki, and it certainly

(Above) From left: Mr. Ogawara,
Mr. Shigeru Murayama (Chairman
of the Board), Prime Minister
Modi, Prime Minister Abe, and Mr.
Kanehana.
(Left) Mr. Kanehana gives explanations to the two prime ministers at the Hyogo Works.

its passengers alongside excellent reliability, and thanks to high praise received from MNR users the railroad has
decided to place this latest order with
Kawasaki for additional units.

motivated and inspired Kawasaki staff to work even harder.
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